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Stationery Box 

Set(s):    By The Tide (wood: 129117; clear: 129120) 
 
Accessories:   
(2) 5 ½ x 7 inch Crumb Cake cardstock (scored @ 5 ½”) 
3 x 8 ½ Crumb Cake strip, scored at:  1 ¼, 1 ¾, 6 ¾, 7 ¼ 
Crumb Cake Ink & Soft Suede Ink 
Sticky Strip #104294, Naturals Buttons  #119743 
Clear Block “D“ for block stamping  
Dimensionals™ #104430, Neutrals Brads #119736 
Natural 7/16th inch Trim Ribbon #129287 
1/16th inch hole punch, Sticky Strip™ 104294#, Bone Folder 
OTHER: Hemp twine, cotton ‘rolled’ bandage 
 
-----Sizzix---- 
Framelits Labels Collection #125598 
Adorning Accents Folders #125601, Adorning Accents Edgelits #125595 
Sizzix Big Shot, Multi-purpose platform, standard Cutting pads (#113439) 

 
Cut the 11 x 8.5 cardstock to 11x7 

 
Score along the 7 inch edge at 5 ½ inches 

 
Cut the 11 inch side in half— 

You will have two 5 ½ x 7 inch pieces
 

Trim a slight diagonal edge (about 1/8th inch) 
Use the cutter ruler to cut the slight flare 

 
Repeat on the other side 

 
Score the 3 x 8 ½ piece at 1 ¼, 1 ¾, 6 ¾, 7 ¼  

 
This is what you will have 

 
Stack the two matching sides and cut the non-

scored top with the decorative Edgelit  
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Run the two pieces again with the Adorning 

Accents folder about 1 inch from the top 
 

Final result 
 

Take the quarter sheet of Naturals Vanilla 
paper and cut the frame

 
Finished frame 

 
Ink the block with Crumb Cake 

 
Stamp the block image in the middle 

 
Ink the fish and the plant in Soft Suede and 

stamp as shown
 

Ink the words in Suede and then using a damp 
tissue to make a ragged edge

 
Stamp the words twice from the one inking 

 
Roll out the cotton gauze  

 
Cut into 4 long strips as shown 

 
Run monoadhesive around the edge of the 

back and place the gauze peeking out 

 
Pull some gauze strings to make it ragged 

 
Adhere the piece with Dimensionals™

 
Stamp the conch and seahorses and cut out

 
Add dimension to the conch with a bone folder 
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Add the shell & seahorse with Dimensionals™ 

 
 

 
 

Adhere the two scored ends one onto the other 
 

The two scored ends together make the bottom 

 
Adhere the button on the 3d images 

 
Make a bow from the hemp and add to the 

button with Glue Dot 
 

Put the two top edges together and punch a 
1/16th inch hole 

 
Make a hole on the top edge of each 

 
Take the length of natural ribbon and fold back 

the last half inch and punch a hole 
 

 
Put a brad in the hole 

 
Like so… 

 
Thread the brad through the hole on the  
Top box edge on the right and left front 

 
Cut a 2” piece of hemp and tie a knot to hold 

the loose end to the handle 
 

Looks like this 
 

Adhere the natural ribbon to the back the same 
way

 
Tie each end with hemp as shown 

 


